For a set X of integers, and two positive integers q , ,( , ) 1 a q a  , denote by
Introduction
We know that Waring's problem is to investigate the solvability of the following Diophantine equation 1 2 , , , , ,
where p is a prime number. For equation (1.2), Hardy and Littlewood's gave a series of researches
[1]~ [3] , which are also one part of basic content of Hardy-Littlewood method. For the detail of Waring's problem, referred to see the Vaughan and Wooley's survey paper [4] .
Suppose that X is a set of integers , for two positive integers , q a , ( , ) 1, 
Specially, a set of integers in an interval, or a union of finite intervals is strongly uniform，and a segment of arithmetic progression In this paper, we will prove it for 2. s  That is,
(1.6)
The result (1.6) can be promoted to more general polynomials, suppose that
Similarly, let ( ) r f F be the set of all strongly uniform r -subsets of ( ) f  , for a set
and n   , we investigate the solvability of equation 
There is Theorem 2.
(1.9)
In the following proof, it will be applied four classic results of exponential sums in elementary number theory. As usual, simply write 
y dp
x bc y bd x bc y tp ac x b ay c tp y p 
, v y dp
and as c is over p Z  , t will take over all quadratic (non-)residue classes, depend on 2
 is or not a quadratic residue.
With (2.6), (2.7), it has
, so t will take over all quadratic (non-)residue classes as c is from1to , p  rely on  is a quadratic residue or not. 
In fact, there is a little more general result. Define 
From (2.8), we have 
Proof. As 
, then it is easy to know that
, and , and for each t , 
x p x p      , considering the equation 1 1 mod , , 0 mod .
Denote by l M the set of solutions of equation (2.17). For a pair ( , ) , l x y  M then it is easy to know that there is the following expression
Moreover, for a integer h , 0 ,
It is clear that r r r r s p p
It may be said that Lemma (2.17) is a crux of the issue, which is once used inadvertently in the previous version yet, however, it is not true actually in general for the uniform sets which merely meet the condition i), that can be perceived from the proof, where is likely the main flaw such that the previous version failed.
The Proof of Theorem 1.
Suppose that
By the method of exponential sum, it may be expressed as
n t n t g x e x t n q e xn q e tn
n t n t m m e x t n q e xn q e tnL , the results and arguments in §2 will be used here. 
